
Navigating current
industry challenges

- our top tips.



The leisure and hospitality industry has been hit hard by the

pandemic, and although restrictions have now been lifted,

we're continuing to experience significant post-lockdown

challenges, as well as being faced with the impacts of Brexit. 

Now more than ever, it’s so important to remain aware, agile

and adaptable to current challenges and shifting consumer

needs, to ensure our businesses continue to recover and grow.

We've created a series of top tips to help you navigate some of

the most prevalent challenges faced by our industry...

Stay agile.



Our top tips:
Simplify menus - shift your focus to

your core, best selling products. 

Identify your key volume lines -

hold extra stock of key lines to

always maintain your core menu.

Order well in advance - this will

allow time to source alternatives.

Consolidate orders - reduce the

number of orders/deliveries to

alleviate driver shortage issues.

Identify 'like-for-like' products -

create a list of alternative products

(with product codes) for all core

menu items to speed up ordering.

Identify 'back-up' suppliers - open

accounts with other trusted local,

regional or national suppliers (we

can help with this!) 

 

1. Supply chain
disruption
Recent events have imposed shocks on

all segments of food supply chains,

simultaneously affecting farm

production, food processing, transport

and logistics, and final demand. 

The lifting of restrictions has increased

consumer demand, further amplifying

these challenges.



2. Staff
shortages
The closures enforced during

lockdowns forced hospitality staff to

leave the industry and retrain or seek

higher wages elsewhere. 

Combine this with the reduction in the

number of EU workers due to Brexit,

and our industry is reporting a shortage

of nearly 190,000 workers.

Our top tips:
Keep things simple - adapt menus

and offerings to alleviate pressure

on staff and maintain consistency.

Explore new technology - consider

contactless ordering and online

menus (if you haven't already!)

Reduce labour pressure - use

ordering apps and runners to

streamline team, reduce customer

interaction and avoid queues.

Alleviate recruitment pressure -

explore lower-labour food and drink

concepts that can be operated by

lesser skilled/experienced staff.

Review what you do - conduct

operational reviews to identify time

savings and operational efficiencies.



3. Consumer
behaviour
The huge shifts in consumer sentiment

and behaviour will ultimately reshape

our industry in both the short and the

long term.

More people are choosing to eat

outdoors, and cleaning and hygiene is

more important than ever. But, with a

rise in 'staycations', we also have a big

opportunity to maximise our sales.

Our top tips:
Visible and effective cleaning -

poor cleaning and hygiene is now

unforgiveable; ensure your staff are

adhering to all cleaning regimes.

Stand out, not standard - explore

simple menu enhancements to

increase perception (and margin). 

One-stop-shop - create options for

everyone, as consumers are opting

to purchase from single outlets to

reduce multi-venue contact.

Grab and go - explore takeaway and

faster food service options to meet

the needs of consumers who wish

to reduce their dwell time. 

 



Our team of
specialists can work
with you to navigate
these challenges. 
Get in touch: 
info@regencypurchasing.co.uk
+44 (0) 1934 646 135

www.regencypurchasing.co.uk


